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Bible Story: God Calls Abram • Genesis 12:1-4; 15:1-7
Bottom Line: God wants you to know Him.
Memory Verse: “God’s power has given us everything we need to lead a godly life.” 2 Peter 1:3a (NIrV)

GAMES ROTATION

This rotation is meant to be flexible for your church environment. You have several options:
• These games are designed in a way that could be used inside or outside.
• For outdoors, you will need a large, open space.
• For indoors, we suggest an open space that is free of chairs or tables.
• For each day, you can do the Obstacle Course (refer to Obstacle Course file in Games folder), the game below,
or both.
PUP BINS:
PUP (Power Up Points) Bins will be used each day (one for each team of eight kids). To design your PUP Bin,
decorate a box to go along with the theme. Fill the box with packing peanuts or something similar. Cut a hole in
the top of the box large enough for a hand to fit through, but not so large that kids can see what they are pulling
out before they pull their hand out.

GAMES
1. OBSTACLE COURSE (see separate instructions)
2. WAIT FOR THE CALL RELAY
What You Need: PUP Bin for each team (see above instructions), “Power Puzzle” Activity Page for each team,
“PUP Cards” Activity Page, two cones for each team (or some other items to mark spots), megaphones (optional),
zip-top baggies (optional)
What You Do:
• Prepare your PUP Bin by placing the Power Puzzle pieces and at least three sets of the PUP Cards inside it.
(Optional: Place the puzzle pieces and PUP Cards in the baggies to make it harder for kids to feel what type of
card it is.)
• Divide kids into teams of eight. Place two cones about 15-20 yards apart for each team.
• Line kids up behind one cone so they’re facing the other cone. Place the PUP Bin and a Leader (optional; with a
megaphone) just beyond the second cone.
• Once the game starts, the first kid in line will run down to the PUP Bin and reach his/her hand in to search for a
puzzle piece.
• Once they find pull out a puzzle piece, they will show the Leader. The Leader will then call the next kid in line
to come down to also search for a puzzle piece, while the first kid takes the puzzle piece back to their team.
Play continues until their team has all the pieces of the puzzle.
• Once the team has all the pieces of the puzzle, they must work together to put the puzzle together to reveal
the message of what they must do next to signal they have completed the puzzle. (It will tell them to yell,
“Power Up!”)
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• The first team to yell, “Power Up!” receives 25 Power Up Points.
• POWER UP POINTS: If a player reaches into the PUP Bin and pulls out a PUP Card instead of a puzzle piece, he/
she should show this to the Leader. The Leader will yell, ‘Power Up’ (through the megaphone) and do what the
card says. It will be one of the following:
• Award 10 points + call the next TWO kids to come to the PUP Bin.
• Award 15 points + call the next kid in line to come to the PUP Bin.
• Award 20 points.
• The player that pulled the PUP Card continues to search for a puzzle piece before heading back to the team. If
the player pulls a PUP Card again, he simply puts it back and continues to search for a puzzle piece. Once he
finds a puzzle piece, he takes the puzzle piece and the PUP Card back to his team.
• Once all teams have completed their puzzle, add up the points for each team. The team with the most points
wins the game.
What You Say: “Wow! That was a lot of fun! I felt like I was in a real video game! The challenge was waiting for
your name to be called so you could go and help your team. You couldn’t go until your name was called, so you
had to be patient and listen well for your instructions. God did the same thing with Abram. God had some specific
instructions for him, but Abram also had to listen and be patient. Abram knew God well and trusted Him, so he
listened and obeyed. [Bottom Line] God wants you to know Him too. When you truly know God, you will be
able to be patient, listen, and obey as well. And that will make you feel like you have powered up in real life!”
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